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This modern guesthouse isn’t just for visiting friends and family, but also intermittent Airbnb renters.

612-961-9093
christopherstrom.com
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R

emarkable architecture comes in all
shapes and sizes, as demonstrated
by this 380-square-foot guesthouse
located along what remains of the historic
Lake Harriet streetcar route in Minneapolis. The house may be little, but it packs a
big punch (architecturally speaking).
Christopher Strom listened to the
homeowners’ wants and needs, then
maximized the space through the strategic
use of glass—proportioning the glass to not
only bring in natural sunlight, but create
rhythm and character—and designing room
partitions and vaulted ceilings. The kitchen
appliances are concealed, exemplifying how
an “essentials only” project can be modern,
comfortable, and stylish. On the exterior,
vertical siding and awning windows create
a one-of-a-kind statement (while complying
with zoning code regulations).

Kurt Baum &
Associates

Strom, in the field since 2003, has
designed everything from tiny houses to
grand lake estates. He was recognized in
2014 with the AIA MN “Emerging Talent”
award, and honored in 2016 with the AIA MN
“Young Architect” award for leadership and
significant contributions to the profession.

Christopher Strom, AIA, Principal

This home, on a past AIA Homes by Architects Tour, was a collaboration with builder Streeter & Associates.

952-426-1932
kurtbaumassociates.com
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T

he key to success for local architect
Kurt Baum of Kurt Baum and Associates is attention to detail. When initial meetings take place with a new client, it
is important to really try to understand exactly what the client is looking for, not only
in design but in function. Siting a project is
critical to capture the best views, as well
as considering accessibility, curb appeal,
and maximizing natural sunlight. “I make
sure every project is safe, functional, and
aesthetically pleasing. I think about every
nook and cranny,” he explains, “Nothing is
done by accident.”
This attention to detail—along with
specialized training to see big picture
possibilities and find innovative solutions
(while never losing sight of the clients’
vision)—helps bring projects to the next
level. In 2016, Kurt won a “Best of Houzz”
for designing a stunning patio, just one
of many accolades the firm has received
over the past 17 years.
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He comments, “You can work with
incredible craftsmen and the finest
materials, but there’s nothing that
compares to the value of good design.”

Kurt Baum,
Principal Architect and Founder
Kurt Baum & Associates
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